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The SAT>IP DVBViewer Lite Edition is based on DVBViewer Technology and all rights belong to the
creator of the software: CM&V Hackbart.

Introduction

SAT>IP DVBViewer Lite is a software application for viewing DVB TV and Radio programs on
Microsoft Windows PCs. It is used together with live satellite servers using the SAT>IP protocol.

SAT>IP DVBViewer Lite provides access to live television and radio programs via a local IP network.
It features a sophisticated Electronic Program Guide (EPG) and can be used to Timeshift and Record
television and radio programs.

The SAT>IP DVBViewer Lite software is based on the Microsoft DirectShow Architecture for decoding
audio and video programs. This means that the software application relies on external software
components (so-called filters) for doing the actual decoding of television and radio programs.
Depending on a PC’s previous use these components may or may not be present on the target PC.
This manual contains instructions on how to detect that certain components/filters are missing and
how to install these components if not present on the PC.
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Installation
To install the DVBViewer Lite Edition on your PC, double-click the installer icon and follow the
instructions of the installation wizard:

At the end of the installation process, a read-me window appears:
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This window provides information about adding audio and video decoders to the target PC if audio or
video problems are detected.
(see the chapter on Troubleshooting)
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Main Window

The main window gives direct button access to:
Timeshift: by pressing the Play/Pause button the current program is paused and can be resumed by
pressing the same button again. To return to the live program, press the Stop button.
Recording: Instant recording of the currently displayed program can be started by pressing the
Record button.

In addition there are direct access buttons for toggling between the last two channels, bringing up the
OSD channellist and changing towards next and previous programs.
The interface also provides access to the volume and mute settings.
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Context Menu
By right-clicking into the main video window, the user can bring up the following context menu which
provides direct access to many of the DVBViewer Lite functions:

Selecting Channellist will bring up a Windows style Sidebar listing pre-configured channels.
By hovering the mouse over the “Select SAT>IP Server” entry, one should see the currently available
SAT>IP server(s).
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On Screen Display (OSD) Menu

DVBViewer features an OSD type menu which overlays itself on the Main Television Display.

This display is called up by pressing the “M” keyboard shortcut. It can be navigated with the keyboard
arrows. The display can be removed by pressing “M” again or by hitting the “Esc” button.
The OSD display provides direct access to the OSD Channellist, EPG, Recorded Files, Teletext and
Language Settings. It also allows to pause the currently running program and launch an immediate
recording.

Widget Mode
By pressing the “Ctrl-W” keyboard shortcut or by selecting “Widget Mode” from the main Context
Menu, the DVBViewer application chrome can be entirely removed. This reduces the display purely to
the active video display and leaves a maximum desktop area for other applications running on the
Microsoft Windows desktop.
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Options Window
By clicking on Options in the main window menu or by selecting “Options” from the Context Menu the
following window opens:

The General Tab has a section which allows selecting the Language of the DVBViewer and a second
section defining where the Recordings and Timeshift files will be located.

The second tab in this window is called SAT>IP and shows all the SAT>IP servers that have been
detected on the local network. By clicking on a particular server name that server can be selected.
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The Scanner Tab provides the possibility to update existing channellists or add new ones to the
DVBViewer Configuration.

The Renderer Tab allows the user to change the used rendering device in case of display problems.
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The Decoder Tab provides an overview of the filters (DirectShow software components) that are
installed on the PC to decode the actual audio and video services received.

In case of problems e.g. where a decoder is missing to decode MPEG-2 Video or not working
correctly please press the “?” button in the top right. This will bring up a window which contains links
to freely available decoder filters. By installing one or more of these decoder packages on your PC,
your problem should be resolved. (Please check the Troubleshooting section at the end of this
document).

The final tab gives access to the definition of your favorites. Just drag all your favorite television and
radio programs from the left view to the right one. This will provide faster access to all your channels
from the favorite channellists.
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Channellist
The channellist provides an overview of all the channels that have been pre-configured in the
DVBViewer software. This channellist can be updated or complemented with other satellite positions
through the Options/Scanner window.

The channellist is available in two versions. The first version is a Windows style sidebar. It is brought
up by moving the mouse cursor towards the right edge of the main window.

The second version of the channellist is an OSD type display. It is brought up by pressing the “C”
keyboard shortcut or by selecting it from the main OSD menu.
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EPG Electronic Program Guide
The Electronic Program Guide (EPG) provides detailed information on current and upcoming
programs. The extent of this information varies from channel to channel and is sourced from the DVB
broadcast information.
The DVBViewer software features two different views for the EPG.
The first is a classical Windows style view and can be accessed by selecting “TV Guide” from the
context Menu (right-clicking into the main window).

The second view is an OSD (On Screen Display) which can be brought into view by pressing the “E”
button on the keyboard and by selecting EPG from the menu bar at the top of the main window. The
EPG can be navigated with the keyboard cursors.
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Recording
Instant Recording
By pressing the Record button

instant recording can be started. To stop the recording the same button can be pressed again.

Scheduled Recording
Recordings can also be scheduled through the Recorder window below. The Recorder window is
selected from the Context menu.

Recorded Assets
Recorded Assets can be played back directly by pressing the “R” keyboard shortcut and selecting the
corresponding item.
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Teletext
By clicking on the Teletext Entry in the Menu Bar or by pressing the letter “T” on the keyboard a
teletext display opens if the correponding channel provides a teletext service.
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Equalizer

DVBViewer allows you to adapt the audio settings according to your own preferences. The Equalizer
can be selected from the main window context menu or by pressing the “Q” keyboard shortcut.
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Antenna Settings
In cases where more than one satellite position is available, the correct antenna settings need to be
configured in DVBViewer. This configuration is done in the main channel list. To make the channellist
appear, move the mouse cursor into the right part of the main window.
Select a satellite position and right-click onto it to make the context menu appear. Select “Info” from
the context menu.

An Info window appears that allows selecting the correct Source Settings.

Source and DiSEqC settings are linked as follows
Source

DiSEqC

1
2
3
4

DiSEqC A = Position A
DiSEqC B = Position B
DiSEqC C = Position A
DiSEqC D = Position B

Option A
Option A
Option B
Option B

After selecting the correct source please press the “Apply” button for the changes to be taken into
account. Repeat this step for all the other satellite positions available in your installation. Example
Screens:
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Keyboard Shortcuts
C: Channellist (OSD)
E: EPG Electronic Program Guide (OSD)
O: Options
M: Menu (OSD)
V: VCR Video Recorder Programming
R: Recorded Shows (OSD)
T: Teletext (OSD)
L: Audio and Subtitle Selection (OSD)
Q: Audio Equalizer
ESC: clear
F5: Favorites (Red)
F6: TV (Green)
F7: Radio (Yellow)
0..9: Numbers
Cursors: Menu Navigation
Alt+Enter: Fullscreen
Ctrl+W: Widget Mode
Page Up: Channel +
Page Down: Channel ‐
Ctrl+M: Mute
Ctrl+R: Rebuild Graph
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Troubleshooting:
1.) SAT>IP server is not detected
Go to Options / SAT>IP and check that a SAT>IP server is correctly detected. If not:
-

Make sure that the SAT>IP server is switched on.
Make sure that the SAT>IP server and the DVBViewer are connected to the same network.
Verify that a Firewall on the PC does not block access to the local LAN especially for multicast
traffic.

2.) No live video is visible

If after installing the SAT>IP DVBViewer Lite Edition on your PC, the following display appears
instead of a decoded video picture, it is very likely that the PC is missing the required video decoding
filter(s).

Switch between SD and HD channels to check whether there is a difference between MPEG-2 (SD)
and MPEG-4 AVC (HD) channels.
As said above, the DVBViewer software application relies on the Microsoft DirectShow architecture for
decoding and displaying video and audio. This means that in addition to the application itself a
number of software components, called filters need to be present on the PC as well. These filters do
the actual decoding of audio and video and are shared between applications on the Microsoft
Windows PC. Whether these filters are present or not depends on previous installations done on the
target PC.

In any case these filters can be manually installed by following this process:
Go to Options, select the Decoder Tab. Press the button with the “?” in the upper right corner of the
Tab. The following window opens:
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The window lists four links through which software decoder packages can be downloaded and
installed. By following the first and if there are remaining issues also the second link all the decoders
should be installed on the PC and video decoding should work correctly.
If there are still remaining issues with the way video is presented please still check the renderer
settings in the Renderer tab of the Options window and possibly try out different renderers.
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